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 A new concept of responsibility

 Abstract actor  Social roles

 Causing of harm  Endangering

 Short-term act  Long-term activity

 Individuals  Organizations

 Acts  Omissions

 Intentionality  Negligence

1. Challenges to General Part of Criminal 
Law



 A new conception of the role of criminal law

 Reactive  Proactive

 Regulatory skepticism  Optimism

 National  International

 Liberal state Welfare state

 Mala in se Mala prohibita

 Procedural human rights of the offender 
Material human rights of both the offender and 
the victim

1. Challenges to General Part of Criminal 
Law



Negligent

Act/omission Result

2. Basic systematics



 Theory of causality: Condicio sine qua non and 
INUS  Regular conditions of the result

 Theory of an act: Philosophical  Social 

 Responsibility of causing with omission 
(allowing the result to occur):

 The obligation to act must be in law

 The difference of an act and omission is social

 The allocation of liability is well founded

 “Justified expectations” to prevent the result is 
the crucial question

3. Act and causality



 Legislation

 Road, rail, sea and air traffic

 Environment

 Product liability

 Work environment

 Practice on the area

 Book keeping

 Banking

 Heath care

 Sports 

4. Prohibited risk-taking: Allowed risk



 Balancing of benefits and disadvantages

 Explosives and shooting as hobby v. as part of 
military training

 Dangerous dog as private pet v. police dog

 The right to rely on the behavior of the others

 Road traffic etc.

 Work safety

 Team work

4. Prohibited risk-taking: Allowed risk



 The right to rely on the services and equipment 
provided by others

 Inadequate product security and liability

 Inadequate food safety

 Inadequate official inspections 

4. Prohibited risk-taking: Allowed risk



 Co-existing causes of the result

 Malpractice of the victim of a crime

 The protective aim of the violated obligation is 
something else than what was realized (e.g. 
work safety, traffic rules)

 Essential increase of the risk by prohibited act 
(e.g. road traffic accident where the same result 
probably would have occurred with allowed 
speed)

5. The relevance of (prohibited) risk-taking



 Promotion of intentional endangering of one’s 
own security

 Handing over a car to intoxicated

 Selling dangerous drugs

 Infecting HIV to an informed sexual partner

 Common informed risk-taking

 The victim’s negligence afterwards

 Omission to get medical care

 Omission to minimize harm

6. The scope of protection provided by the 
crime definition



 The actor could have confirmed to the law if 
he/she 

 Would have done what he/she was supposed to 
do; and

 He/she had the opportunity and ability to do so

 At the latest when starting to act

7. The subjective side of negligence
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